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Journal of Analytical Research in Clinical Medicine (JARCM) is a quarterly journal that had been active with the aim of publishing articles in the field of clinical medicine with a focus on risk factors, data analysis and the relationship between the data. Given the narrow scope of the journal, most valuable international or comparative studies were unfortunately not included in the context of its study fields.

Thus, a meeting was held with the presence of the editorial board, and hours of ideas’ sharing and brainstorming were done to reach expected goals which would be innovative to reach mission of journal with new title. Finally, we came to the conclusion that it would be better for the journal to continue in a different scope, focusing on the publication of articles in the field of clinical medicine with the emphasis on three main fields of emergency & critical care, internal diseases, and neurology & aging. We hope that with increasing the speed of peer-review process and prompt publish of articles as a continuous e-publish method, we will be able to have the welcome of more audiences.

Based on the new-fangled title and by inviting new editorial board, the journal will try to carefully select high quality articles from prestigious researchers and authors around the world to promote its’ medical knowledge offering.